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Dear Members of the Supervisory Board,
Dear Misses President,
Dear Colleagues and Friends,

Allow me to honour my Latin roots, by citing you one of the most famous Spanish
poets, Antonio Machado, giving, already in 1917 and without this purpose, an interes-
ting view on management.

Wanderer, your footprints ar e
the path, and nothing more;
Wanderer, there is no path,
it is created as you walk.
By walking,
you make the path before you,
and when you look behind
you see the path which after you
will not be trod again.
Wanderer, there is no path,
but the ripples on the waters. 

This poem describes better than I could ever do, the path of exploration which I think
is a wise one to follow. Novel ideas can hardly be extrapolated from past realisations
but Kant correctly suggested that all knowledge be based on experience. And of cour-
se it is the path that we have followed which leads us to the place where we are
today and to where we are able to go from here, but it cannot lead us in the choices
to be made today. Fortunately, we learn along this path. Not necessarily in an organi-
sed and planned way, but very often in a complex and dynamic process of joy, disap-
pointment and discovery.

The Indian poet and musician Rabindranath Tagore describes this learning as follows.

A very great musician came and stayed in our house.
He made one big mistake.
He was determined to teach me music,
and consequently, no learning took place.
Nevertheless, I did casually pick up from him
a certain amount of stolen knowledge.

I am grateful that you allow me some of your time in order to share with you some 
of my ’stolen’ knowledge that I have gathered on my way and some of the choices
which I want to make in ’walking my path’ at Nyenrode.
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My learning 

When I talk about IT based education, particularly management education, I observe
a ‘moving arena’ characterised by the following properties:

1. Today, sufficient Information Technology is available in order to leverage 
management education in a driving wheel with knowledge management.

2. (Information) Technology is coming anyway, but it needs another pedagogical 
metaphor in order to be useful. I believe that the ‘travelling’ metaphor may be 
applicable for graduate students and the ‘growing’ one for practising managers.

3. A virtual approach to management education will only be successful for the yet 
socialised students (the graduate students) and particularly for the practising 
manager. For the latter group, a personal development path should be the main 
motivator and controlling agent of the learning process.

4. A virtual Business School approach should respond to the corporate desire to 
c reate it’s own ‘university’ and should recognise the value of corporate knowledge
fully. Therefor, the virtual Business School should be closely connected to the 
corporate knowledge creation and management.

5. The role of the universities is to run/manage communities-of-practice around 
certain knowledge fields and to facilitate corporate knowledge creation.

6. The role of the alumni needs to be redefined: 
a. in the first place, they are continuous life-long learners and should therefor be 

interested in signing a (life-long) learning contract with a university;
b.and secondly they are a valuable input in a community-of-practice. 

They are ‘teacher’ and ‘student’ at the same time.

7. The role of the universities will change from creating and distributing knowledge, 
to facilitating the operation of knowledge communities. The form of the universities
will become a hybrid one: a combination of networks of learners (based on IT), 
and some on campus activities. A university will most probably not look like it 
does today.
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8. The role of the faculty is changing. In line with point 4, 5 and 6, faculty needs to
co-operate closely with those people inside companies who have competence in their
field. The faculty becomes a knowledge worker, just like a manager in a company.

9. Competencies and knowledge are equally important with the aim to deliver 
competent managers. Therefor, a hybrid approach, rather than a purely virtual 
one, is desirable.

It is this vision on the future development of Business Schools that I want to discuss
in this lecture. How can we (and that means a company, in co-operation with a
Business School) operationalize all this within the economy of today? 

PEDAGOGICAL METAPHORS

I already mentioned the existence and the importance of the pedagogical metaphors.
These metaphors, or paradigms or theories are views on what a school should do and
what the role is of the different players. Over the years, since universities first existed,
one metaphor has been the prevailing one. It has not shown to be the most effective
one, but it is still commonly used. The argument I want to make in this lecture is that
this metaphor is not best suited if we want to use IT in management education.
Corporate experience (Meister, 1998) confirms my observation.

The first and widely used metaphor is called the t r a n s f e r m e t a p h o r. Knowledge in general
and, more specifically, subject matters, are viewed as transferable commodities. A student
is seen as a vessel positioned alongside a loading dock. ‘Knowledge’ is poured into the
vessel until it is full. Whereas the student is the empty vessel, the teacher is a crane or a
forklift. The teacher delivers and places knowledge into the empty vessel. Courses applying
the transfer theory would be very much lecture-based, would include talks from leading
figures in the relevant fields (the more the better) and would provide students with
duplicated course notes. Once the vessel is filled, a ‘bill of loading’, which is the diploma,
c e rtifies the content of the vessel. IT improves the speed of the loading (with high tech
cranes). Nobody can guarantee that in the next harbour, the cargo is not taken out of
the ship again. Monitoring a student means monitoring the process of filling the vessel
and sometimes sampling the quality of the contents. When students fail, teachers will say
that the vessel is no good, that it is leaking, whereas the student will blame the forklift.
This type of metaphor is still the prevailing one for most courses in most Business Schools.
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Another theory is called the shaping metaphor. The student comes to school as a
piece of inert raw material: say, a piece of wood or metal. The piece is shaped 
using shaping tools, which are the subject matters. The teacher is the craftsman who
is able to work the wood or metal. Teaching methods applying the shaping theory
include workshops, practical instructions similar to recipes and exercises with predic-
table outcomes. The monitoring process consists of checking the size and shape of the
wood or the metal as it is being worked. If it all goes wrong, the student will blame
the teacher for being a bad craftsman whereas the teacher will say that the raw mate-
rial does not allow any better. This theory is the basis of the educational reforms that
have taken place in some Business Schools. The shaping theory, in conjunction with
the transfer theory, accounts for most Business School curricula.

The travelling metaphor is one by which the teacher initiates and guides the students
t h rough an unknown terrain that needs to be explored. The student is the explorer and
the teacher/tutor is the experienced and expert travelling companion and counsellor.
The guide not only points out the way, but also provides travelling maps and a compass.
The ‘teaching methods’ (if one can still call them such) which are most used in
applying this theory are experiential methods: simulations, projects, exercises with
u n p redictable outcomes (as in some case studies), discussions and independent learn i n g .
In courses applying this theory, monitoring means regularly comparing each other’s
travelling notes. Tutors blame failure of this theory on the student’s unwillingness to
take risks. From the student’s point of view, the tutor can be blamed for poor guidance,
poor equipment and imposing too many restrictions. Some criticise this theory as limi-
ting student initiative (compare this with the following theory). Tutors using this
a p p roach need specialised skills, equipment and expertise, as well as the basic re q u i re m e n t
of possessing a good knowledge of the ‘terrain’. Experiments have shown that this
theory is particularly effective in adult education.

One step on from the travelling theory is the growing metaphor. In many respects,
this theory does not differ greatly from the previous one. Rather, it is an extension of
it, which focuses more on the self-initiative of the student. Subject matters are a set of
experiences that each student should incorporate into his/her personality. The aim for
the student is to develop his/her personality. The student is like a garden in which
everything is already planted. Now, it just needs to grow. The tutor (it would be
impossible to speak here of a teacher) can be considered to be the gardener.
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The methods used are very much the same as those used when applying the travelling
theory, only they allow the student even more freedom and room to experiment. In
this theory, the monitoring process consists of monitoring the personal development of
the student. It should not be forgotten that becoming a manager, in many respects, is
working on one’s own personality. Student commitment and realistic expectations in
combination with a tutor who is competent in coaching personal development is the
ideal learning situation. Some Business Schools have opted for a complete ‘learning b y
doing’ approach; for instance, learning while creating one’s own company or learn i n g
by carrying out a large project. This approach, however, is still rather experimental. 

As usual, it cannot be said that there is one true and universally applicable metaphor.
Business Schools, which want to go virtual, will need to develop their own application
of a theory. What I advocate in this lecture, is based on my own experience, but
equally important on the limited experience in the field made, primarily, by companies.

The consequence of the application of this ‘new’ pedagogical metaphor is that
management education should pay more attention to the managerial process than to
the theoretical knowledge supporting it. Management education should be more skill
driven than knowledge driven. It should not be an organised search for the Holy
Grail: the one (always) best solution; for the simple reason that the chance is little
that this solution exists. Even more, management education should not attempt to
look for solutions, but rather for ways of travelling. Pirsig (1974) in his best-selling
book ‘Zen and the art of motor cycle maintenance’ expresses it as follows :

It is more important to travel than to arrive. Sometimes it is better to continue 
travelling, rather than to arrive at your final destination.

Exploration, like Pirsig describes it, but equally exploratory as discussed in the ‘travelling’
pedagogical metaphor, is the basis for a workable virtual approach to management
education. It fits the life-long-learning need which companies and managers alike
experience in the dynamic and chaotic markets of today (Baets, 1998).
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1. Learning and knowledge

Let us spent some time on what I understand as learning and knowledge. It is commonly
understood that the capacity of an organization to take effective action is based on
tacit corporate knowledge (Nonaka, 1994; Baets, 1998). The more this corporate
knowledge is accessible (which does not necessarily mean explicit) and shared, the
easier it becomes to take advantage of it. Perceptions of reality become more import a n t
than reality for management. Hence the role of corporate mental models becomes
extremely important since the ultimate aim of corporate mental models is to visualise
the shared mental model on any chosen subject. In that case fundamental to corporate
learning, and hence to proactive management, is more than anything else, a shared
mental model (Kim, 1993). If we want to take this reasoning one step further, one
could even consider that it is the manager's main role to identify the shared elements
within the diversity (complexity) (Van der Linden, 1993): this idea introduces
management of corporate (tacit) knowledge as a strategic mission.

The body of knowledge, this repository of core competencies, this capacity to manage
knowledge and to learn from it has recently attracted some attention in management
re s e a rch. A number of concepts point to the body of diff e rentiating ideas, skills, capacities,
etc. of a company. Eden (1988) introduced the idea of a ”cognitive map” as a sort of
pool of knowledge in the company. A cognitive map is a map in which a person
expresses via blocks and connecting arrows how she or he reasons about a particular
subject or how they insure that things fit together. Haeckel and Nolan (1993) intro d u c e
the ”corporate IQ” for a comparable ”re p o s i t o ry” of corporate knowledge. Keen (1993)
argues for a more quantitative representation of this ”repository” and calls it a ”fusion
map”. They all aim to identify and make explicit the diff e rentiating core competencies
of a company. All of them seem to agree that there exists a ”re p o s i t o ry of knowledge”,
which is the resource for the differentiating capacity of a company.

Learning, then, can be considered as the way to fill the ”repository of knowledge”.
Kolb defines learning as the process whereby knowledge is created through the trans-
formation of experience (Kolb, 1984). This definition of learning relates to the ”know-
how” and ”know-why” of Kim (1993). According to this definition, learning takes
place in a cycle of four steps: 
• first an experience is made; 
• secondly, observations and reflections on that experience are created; 
• thirdly, abstract concepts and generalisations are formed based on these reflections;
• and fourthly these ideas on the new situation get tested which in turn gives new 

experiences. 
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These latter new experiences can become a first step in a new loop. This cyclical lear-
ning loop is called the OADI-cycle (Observe; Assess; Design; Implement) and pictures
learning as demonstrated in figure 1.

Figure 1: Simple Model of Individual Learning: the OADI-cycle
(after Kolb, 1984)

An easy example of this learning process is to observe how a child ”learns” not to put
its hand on a warm plate. In many cases, a child cannot be taught not to touch a
warm plate. The first time (even if told different) a child tries and puts its hand on the
warm plate. The child observes something that it assesses as heat. It designs, and of
course this design does not necessarily need to be very deliberate, an action: probably
to take away its hand. Eventually, the child implements that design and does take
away its hand. A new observation follows which is assessed as ”better”. Probably no
f u rther diff e rent design takes place. In the case of the hand having been burned alre a d y,
the child again observes something different which does not feel very nice. It would
(or in the beginning somebody else would) assess it as ”burned”. A possible design
would be to put its hand under cold running water, which it eventually does. This
cycle can continue for a number of rounds. Via this process of ”learning the hard way”,
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a child learns a number of things. Individual learning, regardless of how adult we are,
still goes via experience. Instruction can shorten the learning cycle, but only if the
person can make sense out of it. The latter means that the instruction given should fit
into the existing framework of the person. Instruction without embedding has limited
value added.
Based on this OADI-cycle, Kim proposes a second stage of individual learning, where
he links up individual learning with individual mental models (figure 2). Figure 2
shows in a way a double loop learning process: double in the sense that it includes
both learning based on external impulses (OADI-cycle) but it also includes learning
from connecting what is learned from external impulses with the individual mental
model. The reason to put so much emphasis on mental models is that mental models
in individual's heads are where a vast majority of an organization’s knowledge (both
know-how and know-why) is imprinted (Kim, 1993). 

Figure 2: An Integrated Model of Organizational Learning
(Baets, 1998, after Kim, 1993)
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When a child goes through the above-mentioned ”experience” a number of times, it
will not do it again. The child does not necessarily know what happens and it does not
necessarily understand why it should not touch a hot plate anymore. It has implicitly
developed a framework of knowledge that allows it to deal with a new comparable
case. It can deal with a new case, without knowing the correct ”equations”. In some
respects it can be argued that this is not a true example of learning, but rather of
human reflex. This is probably true, however, it indicates clearly how the learning
cycle operates in interaction with the environment (single loop learning) and how it
leads to the individual mental model (via individual double loop learning). According
to the same principle, the trader ”learns” and creates by doing, his own mental model
about trading. Any learning experience (courses, or books read) could speed up the
process, if and only if the experiences fit into the existing framework (mental model)
of the person. If the gap between the existing mental model and the taught material is
too large, hardly any learning can take place. Teaching is no guarantee at all for learn i n g .
Teaching is only one kind of experience that an individual can choose to use for learn i n g
purposes and ultimately to learn from. Field experience can be another experience
leading to learning. Hence, different people react completely different to the same
learning experience. No unique best way of teaching exists, no unique best way of
learning can be identified. Learning remains very much a free act of people.

On an organizational level, a comparable double loop learning model has been designed
(figure 2). The individual single-loop learning translates the implementation phase of
the OADI-cycle into an individual action, which in turn creates an environmental
response. This response is a new input to the OADI cycle as described earlier.

The organizational level is introduced in figure 2 in two diff e rent ways. Comparable to
the single-loop learning in the individual model, each individual action can be part of
an organizational action (right under in figure 2) which in turn causes an additional
environmental response. This is called organizational single-loop learning.
O rganizational double-loop learning takes place when the individual mental models are
brought into relation in order to form shared mental models (shared on a corporate or
group level), which in turn have an influence on the individual mental models. In
figure 2, shared mental models are also defined as organizational routines. Improved
learning via knowledge creation and management takes place, for a major part, in the
organizational double-loop learning in the bottom left-hand corner of figure 2. Shared
models (or the organizational routines) will improve the learning ability of an org a n i z a t i o n .
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O rganizational double loop learning can only take place via bringing together individual
mental models in a learning space. Individual mental models only get created via 
individual learning experiences. One cannot have direct impact, neither on the individual
mental models, nor on the corporate mental model. Any change in the shared mental
model goes via individual experiences, which in the first instance need to change the
individual mental models and only then a new shared learning activity would be able
to change a shared mental model. This does not mean to say that neither shared 
mental models are an addition to individual mental models nor that they are only the
addition of a number of individual mental models. It is only said that one cannot have
a direct influence on shared mental models. Any attempt to change a shared mental
model has to go via new experiences at the individual level (even if these experiences
can take place in groups). If an individual learns, which means that he fits the new
experience into his mental model and produces a different mental model, some 
change could occur on the shared level. However, it remains almost impossible to
foresee the impact on the shared model of any action on the individual's level, before
it comes via the individual mental model into the shared mental model. Therefor, a 
shared mental model is not a static entity. It should be monitored continuously and
that is what we understand as visualising and comparing mental models. Knowledge
management also attempts to visualise mental models with the aim of learning from
them and sharing them.

The best known example of how a shared mental model differs from the addition of a
number of individual mental models is no doubt the one of the cage of monkeys and
the bananas. If one puts 20 monkeys in a cage with a ladder in the middle and a
bunch of bananas at the ceiling, the smartest monkey runs up the steps and takes a
banana. This monkey follows its ”individual mental model”. For sake of correctness, it
is not argued here that monkeys have a mental model. This story is mainly used as a
metaphor. When the monkey takes the banana it starts pouring with rain. Monkeys do
not like that at all. One monkey is taken out of the cage and a new one is brought in.
The second smartest monkey runs up the ladder, and following its mental model takes
the banana. It starts pouring rain again. Allow me to draw your attention to the fact
that each monkey individually feels the pouring rain, which gradually will influence
its mental model in that respect. Again a monkey is replaced. This story continues
until the smart monkeys have understood the mechanism. Individually they still like
the bananas but they understand the consequences. The most stupid monkey then
tries to take a banana. That one has not understood it yet. Again it pours with rain
and we change again a monkey. The new monkey will try and run up the step. 
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All the others, having understood, will not try anymore. But all the monkeys in the
cage will also try to stop the new monkey taking a banana. The new monkey does
not understand, but he cannot get to the banana. He follows the shared behaviour
without understanding. Another 20 replacements will deliver a cage full of monkeys
that all individually would like to take the banana. As a group they do not do that 
and none of them knows why. The shared mental model is clearly different from the
individual mental models. The change has taken place via continuous new observ a t i o n s
and experiences which all the monkeys had individually. None of them has the same
number of experiences since they were replaced at different times.

This story illustrates the learning process and also shows that a shared mental model
can be completely different from the sum of the individual mental models. Change in
a shared mental model only occurs via experiences on an individual level, influencing
the individual mental model first. The latter, in turn, will influence the shared mental
model. How many times do we recognise this in a corporate environment? “Why do
we do that this way?” Answer: “Because we have always done it like that”. Nobody
necessarily knows why and the individual models could well differ from the shared
one. Is this what we call “corporate culture?” 

If we would like to change that, say if we would like to change corporate culture, 
we cannot dictate cultural change. Actions have to be undertaken in order that all 
individuals get new experiences. If the atmosphere is positive enough around these new
experiences, individuals may (but cannot be forced to) integrate these new positive
experiences into their individual mental models, which in turn, eventually, could
change the shared model (the culture). It is a long process, which goes via individual
learning and no guarantee can be given about the success. Again, monitoring seems
the best thing one can do.

Within this framework of learning and knowledge, management education is situated
in the right part of figure 2, in the area for single loop learning. As the figure shows,
there is an important role for the environment (of which a Business School can be
part) to give input to the learning process of individuals and via individuals of groups.
However, the learning takes place in the double loop parts and if that would not take
place, management education as an input to this process would be a waste of effort.

Therefor it is crucial that management education and knowledge management should
go hand in hand. They mutually need each other and they mutually reinforce each 
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other. Thanks to information technology, both can be easily integrated, provided that 
this is the aim of the creation of the virtual Business School. However, technology will
never give the answer to the pedagogical approach necessary and to the corporate
learning and knowledge process where it should fit with. 

A successful virtual Business School (which we actually prefer to call a Hybrid
Business School) needs to contain these ingredients: 

• An adequate pedagogical approach. 
• Correct fit of management education into the knowledge approach of the company.
• Hence a knowledge and learning approach in the company; a belief and a 

commitment to link management education to knowledge management. 
• Appropriate IT to support the educational part, the knowledge part and the 

communication. 

Particularly the concept of the Hybrid Business School itself and the necessary
technologies are discussed further.

The paradigm of:

individual experiences - individual tacit knowledge - individual mental
model - shared mental model - re p o s i t o ry of corporate knowledge - re p o s i t o ry
of core competencies - proactive management - positive feed-back loops 

is the basic logic of the knowledge creating company. Learning is then a process based
on the manager's ability to take part in such a knowledge creating company (as descri-
bed by the above-mentioned paradigm) and this in a number of aspects. A learning
organization is an organization able to manage this cycle of knowledge creation and
apply it in its daily operational and tactical management. A virtual Business School
can play an important role in the external impulse (environmental response), necessa-
ry for single-loop learning, but equally important a continuous input for stimulating
double loop learning.
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2. Properties and Qualities of 
Knowledge and Learning

In neurobiology (Maturana and Va rela, 1984), complexity theory (Nicolis and Prigogine,
1989; Prigogine and Stengers, 1988) and artificial life (Langton, 1989), amongst
others, extensive re s e a rch is done on the true nature of knowledge. Without discussing
those theories in detail (for which Baets, 1998 could be consulted), it is interesting 
to summarise some of those findings concerning knowledge and learning.

Knowledge is dynamically created and does not reside in a memory. Knowledge is 
c reated time and time again when a question is asked, based on a capacity of our neural
network (the brain). This brain capacity is developed via experiences and structuring
of mental models. Knowledge is non-linear and therefor it is difficult, if not impossi-
ble, to approach it via any linear approximation. Complexity and chaos theory have
shown how catastrophically wrong linear approximations of non-linear phenomena
can be. Knowledge creation is a self-organising process that can hardly be directed. 
An environment and ‘experiences’ can be given, in order to allow a person to constru c t
his/her neural network. 

Furthermore, knowledge is enacted. Knowledge is created as part of an acting and
shaping process at the same time (which is the true meaning of the word enaction).
Like a theatre play is enacted, so is externalisation of knowledge. Knowledge is 
embodied and not only ‘embrained’. The body and the sensors (senses) are equally
important for the brain and knowledge function as the neural network itself is. The
e n t i re environment and context of the person is important when talking of knowledge,
which is a further interpretation of the same principle of the embodied mind.

L e a rning, as a process of knowledge creation, is equally self-exploring and self-org a n i s e d
and is non-measurable. We could agree about what we would like to measure and call
it knowledge, but given the description of the nature of knowledge (and learning as a
process of dealing with knowledge) a positivist measure of knowledge is extremely
difficult to identify.

Based on the pro p e rties, qualities and mechanisms of knowledge and learning, we can now
position clearly the form and the role of the Hybrid Business School. From a corporate
point of view, management education comes into the picture in the single-loop learn i n g
cycle, but still in so far that it fits with the internal knowledge approach. M a n a g e m e n t
education, and particularly the use of IT in management education in a way that we are
going to call the ‘Hybrid Business School’, creates its value added if it can be joined
with the internal effort in knowledge management. Management education 
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can introduce concepts, cases and activities, but it really becomes interesting if these
are taken further in a double loop learning process via a knowledge approach (or a
knowledge network). 

The Hybrid Business School is a perfect ‘process’ for single loop learning, transfer of
e x t e rnal knowledge and creation of external input for ‘internal learning’. It is a virt u a l
‘place’ for knowledge sharing. Management education needs to be a stimulus for furt h e r
in-company learning, further mental model building and further shared mental model
building. Business Schools can play an important role here, if they want to co-operate
closer with the companies. When companies set up their own ‘corporate’ universities,
it is because they are not satisfied with the way management education fits their
internal efforts. But if companies set up their own ‘corporate university’ only in order
to organise the transfer of external knowledge, they run a big risk of making a kind of
a clone either of their own knowledge system (provided they have one), or of a re g u l a r
Business School.

The evolution which is most likely is that Business Schools are going to offer external
knowledge in a flexible and hybrid way (using technology) to companies, which fit this
Hybrid Business School approach with their own knowledge management effort.
Business Schools and companies, ideally, co-operate in order to set up the overall concept
of the Hybrid Business School. The closer management education and the corporate
knowledge base can get together, the more value it will add to the company.
The consequence for the Business Schools is that they have to organise their ‘material’
differently, as I will discuss further. The functional division in marketing, finance, etc,
will be difficult to maintain. Rather, management education will have to fit the medical
insurance activity of the insurance holding X, the merger and acquisitions approach of
bank Y, or the supply chain management approach of car manufacturer Z. 
The companies develop knowledge networks and the Business Schools create 
management development activities feeding into the knowledge networks.

As already argued before, this will need some flexibility from the universities and its
faculty. It changes the role of the university and the faculty; it could even change its
status. But for sure, for Business Schools, it becomes more interesting (the subject of
study, after all, is business) and for companies more beneficial.  

If we want to re-orient a company to a knowledge creating company with an adequate
use of management education, in order to manage the overall managerial complexity,
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we should put more emphasis on mindsets, learning and knowledge, also in the
management education part. This has consequences, both for approaches and for
structures (architectures). There is still a long way to go in this respect. Knowledge
management in business situations could benefit from joint efforts and developments
between artificial intelligence, cognitive sciences and modern human resources
management (Nonaka, 1994, Baets 1998). Ideas on organizational learning could be
boosted by such a co-operation. But above all, Business Schools and companies should
start co-operating on the creation of integrated knowledge networks/Hybrid Business
Schools.
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3. Information Technologies for 
Integrated Knowledge Management 
and Virtual Learning

If I refer to figure 2 where a schematic description of the learning process is given,
both on individual and group level, I can easily discuss the Information Technology
necessary to support a knowledge approach. When I put Information and Knowledge
Technologies on the framework of that figure, it shows where the synergy can be
made and where both knowledge management and virtual management education
reinforce each other. Figure 3 simplifies figure 2 with this aim.

Figure 3: A schematic model of knowledge creation and learning
(based on Baets, 1998)

Knowledge management in its strict sense (as argued briefly earlier and in all detail in
Baets (1998)) is situated in the left part of the diagram. Technologies supporting
knowledge management are technologies that support one or more parts of that diagram.
The Hybrid Business School in its strict sense is described in the right part of the diagram.
Technologies used to support the Hybrid Business School should be found in support of
that right part. In view of the synergy aimed for, both need to be integrated, pre f e r a b l y
via a learning environment. Integrating knowledge technologies and learning techno-
logies, in general, uses communication technologies, like Internet, Group Decision
Support Systems or the like. 
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Now I would like to describe briefly a few Knowledge Technologies of importance for
the concept of the Hybrid Business School in its largest possible interpretation. 

3.1. TECHNOLOGIES USED FOR KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

That creating a learning / knowledge-based organization is simple but not easy is alre a d y
known for quite a while. A new wave of information technology (IT) can support in cre a t i n g
knowledge-based / learning organizations. New developments in IT such as Case-Based
Reasoning Systems (CBRS), Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) and Artificial Neural
Networks can support some aspects of organizational learning processes and org a n i z a t i o n a l
t r a n s f o rmation. I can only briefly mention these technologies here. More detail can be
found in Venugopal and Baets (1995), Baets and Venugopal (1998) and Baets (1998).

A Case-Based Reasoning System (CBRS) essentially consists of a case-library and 
a software system for retrieving and analyzing the ”similar case” and its associated 
information. The case library may have cases covering a broad range of ideas across
different industries and business functions. Each case may contain a description to
c a p t u re the underlying competitive situation, the environmental condition, management
priorities, experience, values that allowed a certain strategy to succeed. A software
system helps index each case in such a way that a search yields a modest number of
”analogous cases”. The system can supply a complete explanation of reasoning leading
to each recommendation (Sullivan and Yates, 1988; Lewis, 1995). If there is no case
that exactly matches the given situation, then it selects the ”most” similar case. 
An adaptation procedure can be encoded in the form of adaptation rules. The result 
of the case adaptation is a completed solution but it also generates a new case that
can be automatically added to the case library.

Exposure to prior cases/experiences and the steps taken to arrive at a decision can
often be richer and more useful as it encodes the important learning and thinking that
went into the decision. As CBRS can generate details regarding justification for parti-
cular decision and explanation for failures, it could be a support tool for a learning
organization. It can be used as a learning device, but also as an input device for a
knowledge base. Companies use this technology as a database of ‘best practices’. 
It makes ‘lived experiences’ accessible for others.
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GROUP DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS (GDSS)

Changes in organizational culture have led to increased use of participatory manage-
ment methods. For instance, Japanese management methods, and Dutch management
practice, stress the importance of management by consensus. As a result, org a n i z a t i o n s
form committees or work groups in which members of the organization meet and
share their knowledge so as to solve complex and ill-structured problems. Due to the
u n c e rtainty and complexity prevailing in the environment, sometimes even a ‘norm a l ’
well-defined problem re q u i res participative / group decision making. Hence, it is a common
phenomenon in a contemporary organization. Referring to figure 2, participative decision
making contributes to the creation of mental models, both individual and shared.
Immediate application is seen in sharing ideas and therefor in the creation of a group’s
shared mental model. This process of group learning involves individuals and therefor
is a useful tool for individual learning, but it does not focus on individual learning.

Participative strategy formation always constitutes a learning process, as there are
always differences in perceptions and understanding among various interest groups in
organizations. Some group members may have more knowledge, competence and
experience. Group learning occurs as the interaction among members takes place. As one
shares knowledge with the other members in the organization, they gain information
/ knowledge but their feedback instantly adds value for the sender. As each group
learns and creates from its new knowledge base, the base itself grows. Exponential
growth occurs in the value of each sharing group's knowledge base (Quinn, 1992). 

Sometimes, participative / group planning fails due to a lack of proper participation,
communication and understanding among the members in the group. Recent developments
in Information Technology have provided systems such as Group Decision Support
Systems (GDSS) which can support participative / group planning. These systems are
certainly not a cure for all afflictions in participative / group planning. However, there
is a growing interest in using such systems in participative / group planning. 

A Group Decision Support System (GDSS) is a computer-based system consisting of software ,
hardware, language components, procedures and tools that can support participative
strategy formation. There can be many different configurations of a GDSS.
A GDSS enables a group of people to work interactively and simultaneously using the
networked hardware and software to complete the various aspects of the business
process. For example, automated brainstorming tools can be used to address the
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question, ”what should the company do to become a knowledge-based / learning
company in the next five years?” Using the system, group members can interact to
generate and evaluate relevant ideas from their terminals. The group facilitator can
then prioritize the ideas they have generated and can select one for further electronic
discussion. Finally, the group can work together using a text editor to formulate a policy
statement regarding the goal they have selected. 

The capabilities of existing GDSS vary. Essentially, they reduce communication barr i e r s
by providing technical features such as the display of ideas, voting, compilation, 
anonymous input / interaction, decision modeling, electronic mail and the bulletin
board function. Also, they act as group experts by providing advice in selecting and
arranging the rules to be applied during the decision making process. The ultimate
aim of this technology is to bring people together and facilitate efficient and effective
interactive sharing of information among group members. 

Today, Intranets take over rapidly from GDS systems, particularly in its function of
communication device. However, if the learning is focused on the decision making
process, GDSS fulfil the purpose better than an Intranet.

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Artificial Neural Networks are a technique known as part of Artificial Intelligence.
Based on the metaphor of the human brain, it is a technique that is very strong in pat-
tern finding and structuring, without any prior information. It allows structuring tacit
knowledge, without making it explicit, but nevertheless making it accessible.

I want to position Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) in this section as a learning 
technique within the context of Information and Knowledge Technologies (IKTs).
Referring to figures 2 and 3, ANNS are strong in contributing to the creation of tacit 
knowledge models, without making tacit knowledge explicit, but with the aim to have
that knowledge in some way available for the company. ANNs fit the left middle part
of figures 2 and 3. Though other advanced Artificial Intelligence tools could be of help
here, the use of ANNs has already proven some successes. The combination of CBRS
and ANN can be a strong backbone for a knowledge network. In view of the pro g re s s i n g
drive of companies to go to mass-individualization, this combination is promising. 
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ANNs are a new information-processing paradigm that simulates the living human
brain. ANNs consist of many simple elements called nodes. The nodes are densely
interconnected through directed links. Nodes take more than one input information
and combine them in a particular way for reasoning purpose. The power of neural
computing comes from connecting artificial neurons into artificial neural networks.
The simplest network is a group of neurons arranged in a layer. Multilayer networks
may be formed by simply cascading a group of single layers. The nodes of different
layers are densely interconnected through directed links. The nodes at input layer
receive the signals (values of the input variables) and propagate concurrently through
the network, layer by layer.

ANNs have the ability to learn and identify complex patterns of information and to
associate these with other information. ANNs can recognize and recall information in
spite of incomplete or defective input information. They can also generalize learned
information to other related information. These abilities form the basis for supporting
learning of the relationship among business factors / processes. ANNs can take this
information from corporate databases and can help in learning the relationship. Once
the relationship is learned, it could be used as an early warning system for corporate
f a i l u re. Though statistical tools could also be used for this purpose, they are constrained
by their assumptions and other technicalities. 

Though ANNs lack the ability to give explanation at intermediate stages, integrating
them with expert systems can remove this deficiency to some extent and therefor can
s u p p o rt a learning process. Eff o rts are being made both academically and commerc i a l l y
in this direction.

3.2. TECHNOLOGIES MAINLY USED FOR BUILDING VIRTUAL LEARNING

LABORATORIES

The technologies available for building virtual learning laboratories are pretty much the
same as the ones interesting for a knowledge approach which are described in pre v i o u s
section. In so far that the knowledge approach and the pedagogical eff o rt re i n f o rce each
o t h e r, it is clear that the same technologies and technological platforms should be used.

Some technologies, however, are particularly used to develop learning environments.
The examples best known are probably Lotus Learning Space (based on a Lotus Notes
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platform), MLT (based on the Microsoft Exchange platform) and OLA of Oracle, just
to name a few. An adequate learning environment needs to fulfil a minimum set of
conditions. It should be able to produce and make available the pedagogical material
in the desired pedagogical way. But it should be able to cater for more.

A number of the characteristics and features of a learning environment can be listed
as follows:
• a scheduler (agenda) for the learner, which can be managed by the tutor and by the 

student. This schedule plays the role of guidelines, but it equally allows monitoring 
of both progress and results.

• a media center of resources with hypertext links to:
• managerial concepts (independent from functional areas)
• case-studies and applications
• managerial skills or competencies
• other resource material

This media center should be able to contain different forms of information, be it
text, pictures, movies, etc.

• a course room for discussions and debating, question and answer sessions or joint work.
This course room can become the meeting place of the knowledge-web created 
around the learning process (communities-of-practice). The integration of the 
discussion with the material (annotations, joint work, etc.) makes the learning 
richer. In the near future, it is expected to see videoconferencing over the Internet.

• p rofiles of students and tutors. Particularly in a virtual environment it is important to
identify participants in order to facilitate the formation of networks or communities. 
It remains difficult to work over networks if one has no idea at all of the other person.
In a second stage, these (dynamic) profiles are going to drive the individualised 
learning offer.

• an assessment manager. This assessment manager can have a double goal. In case 
of degree-granting courses, some way of measuring learning, with the aim to deliver
a diploma, is necessary. In case of a personal development trajectory, the assessment
manager fits in with the overall corporate appraisal system and the human resources
management function.

It is clear that other technologies can do one or more of the above mentioned tasks.
H o w e v e r, what seems to pay off is the integration of the environment and the easiness
of use for both the student and the developer (or tutor). Integrated software causes less
time to start up and more satisfaction of the diff e rent users. In theory one can constru c t
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its own wharf of compatible software, but in practice, this proves to be a very heavy
constraint which often prohibits a virtual school from going beyond some electronic
course offering (web-based education), or the availability of some discussion forum.

On top of the database of pedagogical material, Internet needs to be used as another
source of information. Links can be made between the learning environment and
some interesting web-sites, e.g. of the companies discussed during cases, or web sites
of companies containing relevant up-to-date study material. These days a good lear-
ning environment has this openness to the Internet.

An interesting technology, which exists already for a number of years, is video-confe-
rencing. The experience with video-conferencing, particularly for learning, is not yet
very satisfactory but interesting to follow, certainly when Internet promises to have
video-telephony available over the Internet at normal speed in the years to come. For
at least a decade a number of experiments with video-teaching did not lead to conclu-
siveness on its usefulness. The most probable reason for this low satisfaction, is the
pedagogical metaphor that is very often behind the use of video-telephony. It attempts
to deliver, in the same inefficient way as in a sit-in course, to more people in different
locations. Maybe it is not the technology but the prevailing metaphor behind the
medium which causes the limited success. Video-conferencing (or video-telephony) 
for communication and discussion, not for one-way broadcasting with some questions
(again one-way broadcasting), is not very often experimented with. It needs advanced
and expensive technology and is not yet within easy access of the average student (be
it individual or corporate). Multi-point video-conferencing needs expensive and large
equipment that then, in turn, limits the ‘time and space’ in which courses can be 
delivered. With the present technology and experience of its use for learning, video-
conferencing is not yet widely used. This promises to change in the near future. 

3.3. TE C H N O L O G I E S F O R C O M M U N I C A T I O N, U S E D B O T H F O R K N O W L E D G E

M A N A G E M E N T A N D V I R T U A L L E A R N I N G

Joining knowledge management and management learning, necessitates not only adequate
IT environments, but also the necessary communication technology. Most technologies
usable for communication are already discussed in both previous sections. 

Popular today are Intranets, based on Internet technology, which are today widely
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available in most major companies. They can fulfil a role of communication platform,
if they embed the pedagogical material necessary for the learning. Though it has been
a rgued earlier that a good learning platform should integrate the communication facility,
it can be extended beyond what is available today. Many companies are developing
communication platforms on Microsoft Exchange or Lotus Notes. This choice is perf e c t
for the possible choice of learning environments like Microsoft Learning Technology or
Lotus Learning Space. Integration of communication platform and learning enviro n m e n t
can only facilitate the development and running of a Hybrid Business School. It is not
a necessary but certainly a sufficient condition. 

G roup Decision Support Systems (GDSS, discussed before) can partly play the same ro l e .
The prime aim of a GDSS is different from providing a discussion forum, but given the
possible availability of such an environment, it should not be ignored. The same can be
said about chat-box or bulletin board facilities that some companies may have available.
It is not advisable to have discussion platform and learning material separated, but if there
a re platforms of any kind already available, one should concentrate on the functionality of
that discussion forum and compare functionality to easiness of use. 

Not to be forgotten in this technology debate is the role of face-to-face communication.
An important (communication) device in the Hybrid Business School is the sit-in session,
workshop or seminar. It sounds a little ‘passé’, to talk about classes in a Hybrid
Business School context, but it should be integral part. Communication face-to-face
still proves to be most appreciated by learners. Workshops should therefor concentrate
on communication and not on one-way talking. Workshops in the context of the
Hybrid Business School should be understood like that. The changing economic 
environment argues strongly for the crucial role which management skills play in
improving the quality of management. Not surprisingly is that workshops are better
armed to deal with management skills, integration and communication than any 
technology available today. In the concept of a Hybrid Business School, described
below, roughly half of the required course work is competency based, be it a project
or the tutorials. There is no best balance between the different components, but the
limited experience available suggests certainly this kind of division: half can still be
knowledge-based; half should be competency-based. Concepts and cases are more
capable of supporting the knowledge-based side of education where different types of
cases, tutorials, project work and other activities are made better for supporting 
competency-based education. Further research into the practice of the Hybrid
Business School approach needs to provide some interesting thought in this matter.
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3.4. THE OVERALL PICTURE

F i g u re 4, based on the conceptual frames of figures 2 and 3, summarises and stru c t u re s
the Information and Knowledge Technologies described in the earlier sections. The
dotted line rectangular at the right hand side of figure 4 is the IT basis for the Hybrid
Business School. On the left hand side as depicted by the dotted oval illustrates the IT
tools and infrastructure that forms the basis of a corporate knowledge approach.
Obviously, both overlap and eventually the borders between both will fade away. This
driving wheel of knowledge management and virtual learning is the corporate r a t i o n a l
for virtual management education in the first place. Though both exist perf e c t l y apart,
the integration of management development (just-in-time, just-enough,…), knowledge
management and strategic human re s o u rces management (personal development paths)
is the way ahead.

In the coming years, this integrated approach will allow driving the personal learning
plan for each individual: mass-individualisation of management education based on
dynamic employee profiles and career path necessities.

The knowledge and learning potential of the approach resides mainly in the communication
p a rt of it. The existence of the re p o s i t o ry, or of a CBRS, and ANN or electronic pedagogical
material is a necessary condition, although not the sufficient one. The communication
makes knowledge creation and exchange possible for the concept of the Hybrid
Business School. In particular this communication paradigm is diff e rent from what we
know in most Business Schools, even of those which experiment with internet-based
courses. Though the figure pictures the Information Technologies, supporting the
communication, it is the quality and the density of the communication itself that is
the distinctive factor. Though figure 4 only shows the infrastru c t u re, we are not going
to repeat here what we discussed earlier concerning the important and different role 
which communication plays in the travelling paradigm, the paradigm on which the
Hybrid Business School is based. Communication makes the crucial difference
between the power of the travelling paradigm and the transfer paradigm. A second
i m p o rtant diff e rence, at least in practice, is that the transfer paradigm is often org a n i s i n g
itself in functional courses. Experts in the field think the transfer paradigm is intere s t e d
in more depth in any particular subject matter. The travelling metaphor believes in the
strength of the holistic view and the self-organizational character of learning. The
pedagogical material on offer in this metaphor is therefor much more integrated. 
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Figure 4: Knowledge Technologies for the Hybrid Business School 
and the Knowledge Creating Company

The practice of each individual Hybrid Business School project will need a different 
IT infrastructure, but figure 4 gives the building blocks of such a project. The more
either a Business School or a company can build an infrastru c t u re like the one described i n
f i g u re 4, and fill it with the necessary information, the better it is armed to tackle other
Hybrid Business School projects. This infrastru c t u re offers flexibility, more than anything
else. If a Business School can develop pedagogical material and the communication
e n v i ronment around it in order to run a particular degree program, they can easily and
swiftly organise for example a two-week course in supply chain management for any
particular company. The richer the pedagogical base is, the more flexibility is created.
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4. The Concept of the Hybrid Business School

In this chapter, I am going to develop the concept of the Hybrid Business School in
more detail. When I talk in this part of the Hybrid Business School, I only relate to
the single-loop learning cycle of figure 2, the right hand side of figures 3 and 4.

A particular application of the Hybrid Business School concept is developed and set up
by me, physically in the South of Spain, virtually in the EU and Arab League countries.
This should in no way be seen as a model to be copied, but more probably the first
large-scale example of a Hybrid Business School and how it operates. As you will
immediately see, this concept can be adapted easily to any other degree, with any
other particularities. In this case of the Euro-Arab Management School (EAMS in
Granada, Spain), the main particularity is the bi-cultural focus of the pedagogical 
material. This focus could be any diff e rent one, for example a banking focus or a supply
chain management focus.

For a better understanding, let me briefly describe EAMS and its main ‘hybrid’ pro d u c t .
The Euro-Arab Management School (EAMS), located in Granada, Spain, is a venture of
the European Union supported by the Spanish Government and the Arab League. It is
born out of the Euro-Arab dialogue as a way of further developing economic 
relations between Europe and the Arab World. EAMS is mentioned in the Action
Program of the 1995 Barcelona Declaration for its contribution to the development 
of human resources, especially in the fields of professional training and educational
technologies.

The EAMS mission is to prepare, through different education, training and research
activities, competent managers from the Arab World and Europe. It aims at achieving,
through a collaborative network of partner institutions, both in the Arab World and in
E u rope, a better understanding of socio-economic and managerial issues that are central
to Euro-Arab relations. In addition to disseminating that understanding to policy-makers
and managers through conferences, seminars, workshops and publications, EAMS
offers a number of programs.

The Master in Management Development Program (MMDP) trains tutors from 
EAMS partner institutions, providing skills in bi-cultural (Euro-Arab) management and
exposure to new pedagogical developments. The program targets faculty members
and trainers who have a degree in management or related fields. Those tutors are
used in order to deliver, within the framework of the Hybrid Business School, a degre e
program in their home countries which is called the Euro-Arab Management 
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Diploma (EAMD). The approach for the large scale delivery in many diff e rent countries
of that EAMD is an interesting example of the concept of the Hybrid Business School. 

The EAMD is offered, in collaboration with EAMS, and using the EAMS pedagogical
material, by the different partner institutions in their respective countries. It targets
managers involved or interested in Euro-Arab trade, either working for small and
medium-sized companies or for larger multinationals. The EAMD is a 10 month long
program and can be taken full-time or part-time (2 years).

Though this section develops the concept of the Hybrid Business School, I will sometimes
refer to the example of EAMS for clarity reasons only. The Hybrid Business School is
used as a generic term for any type of virtual Business School with the characteristics
described till now. However, the strength of the Hybrid Business School is its flexibility
to adapt to a specific environment.

4.1. THE PEDAGOGICAL PHILOSOPHY OF THE HYBRID BUSINESS SCHOOL

In order to cater for practising managers, courses must offer a high degree of flexibility.
Programs do not need to focus on detailed and specialised knowledge in any 
particular field(s). Rather, the desired outcome is for the manager to acquire a holistic
view of managerial practice. A skill-driven approach is therefor the best way to
teach/tutor management at the post-experience level.

Applying the travelling paradigm to any particular management development pro g r a m
re q u i res a number of diff e rent components. Any Hybrid Business School Diploma (furt h e r
re f e rred to as the Diploma), like the EAMD for example, includes these components. Some
a re b e t t e ra d d re s s e d b y a p ro c e s so fs e l f - s t u d y, w h i l e o t h e r sa re b e t t e r a d d re s s e d v i ad i s c u s s i o n
g roups, tutorials or project work. Knowledge acquisition is an important component of any
p rogram. In the case of the Hybrid Business School Diploma, knowledge is acquired thro u g h
t h e s e l f - s t u d y o f f o rm a l m a n a g e r i a l c o n c e p t s i n e l e c t ro n i c f o rm a t . A c q u i s i t i o n o f s k i l l s , s u c h
a s the power to motivate, is achieved via activities that need to be developed during the
tutorials. Other skills, such as problem solving, are better dealt with through developing
p roject work. A third component of any program should be the development of aptitudes
and attitudes, such as judgement and flexibility, and these skills are most probably best
a d d ressed via a project on an existing case. Eventually, and particularly in an intern a t i o n a l
setting, one should focus on acquiring the skills re q u i red to deal with diff e rent cultures. 
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The use of cases during tutorials could help foster this component of the program.

While applying the travelling paradigm of education and learning, in practice, many
Business Schools need to shift from the subject-centred paradigm to the learn e r- c e n t re d
paradigm. A Hybrid Business School characterises this learning philosophy in a number
of different ways. Hybrid Business School programs attempt to broaden rather than
deepen knowledge. These programs provide, where possible, flexibility in terms of
time and content. Attention is given to developing managerial skills particularly in sit-in
sessions such as tutorials. Any program is in one way or another project-based, not
only for the above-stated reasons, but also in order to co-create new pedagogical material,
in particular new case material. Given the need for flexibility and the time constraints
of practising managers, self-learning is part of the Hybrid Business School program.
The local (corporate) cultural component should be present in any program. The 
tutor plays a crucial role in adapting any Hybrid Business School material to ‘local’
conditions; this means by company or by country. No Hybrid Business School will
ever be able to produce pedagogical material to accommodate all particular companies
and not even all departments inside companies. Local adaptation must thus take place
during the tutorials.

4.2. PEDAGOGICAL MATERIAL IN ELECTRONIC FORMAT

Reasons for choosing to present the pedagogical material in an electronic format are
pedagogical in nature and include the efficient maintenance of the material and the
flexibility of its use that such a format offers. The process of materials development
involves de-constructing the pedagogical material from its classical functional text-book
format and isolating three categories of material: 

• concepts (contextualised definitions with applications) 
• company case-studies and more extensive examples 
• activities (with or without short examples) 

The electronic pedagogical material is organised along these three axes in the form of
a hypertext database (see figure 5). A hypertext database (compare this to the Intern e t )
allows the user to inter-link concepts, cases and activities. So, as a student reads a text
about one concept and encounters reference to another, with a simple click on the
mouse, he/she can link up to information about the other concept. The same is true 
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with examples. As the student reads a text about a concept, a link can be made to an
example that will illustrate the concept and thus make it much clearer. Similarly, a
text about a company case study will provide links to any concept that is mentioned.
This allows a reader to focus on exactly what interests him/her, thus enhancing learn i n g
possibilities. Such a format allows fast, constant adaptation and adjustments to be made
to the case-base without having to alter the concepts at the same speed. The pedagogical
material needs to offer an ever-growing number of case studies and will touch on all
relevant concepts. This can be realised via a ‘case-base’ inside a company, gathering all
interesting corporate cases (experiences). Here is a possible input from the knowledge
approach of a company, into the Hybrid Business School environment.

Figure 5: The Concept of a Hybrid Business School

Figure 5 describes a typical degree offer of a Hybrid Business School. In the left upper
corner, details are given of the workload of the diploma. In the case of EAMS, Lotus
Learning Space has been chosen as software environment. Of course, any pedagogical
software environment with the same characteristics can be used in order to develop 
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any specific degree program or in-company program. MLT of Microsoft is the choice
of Universiteit Nyenrode in this respect.

EFFICIENT MAINTENANCE OF THE PEDAGOGICAL MATERIAL

Publishing books takes time and any minor change requires a complete reprint. As a
result, printed pedagogical material is very often out of date. In terms of concepts, this
may not be too much of a problem. In terms of cases and examples, however, it could
reduce the value of the material especially in a rapidly changing economic enviro n m e n t
such as the Mediterranean one in the EAMS case, or such as the IT environment for a
technology company. By using an electronic format, the Hybrid Business School can
continually update its central electronic version that can be made available to all part n e r
institutions or students by the very next day (if connected via a network). If a partner
chooses to use material in print form, only that part of the material which has been
updated can be printed and it can be done immediately.

FLEXIBILITY IN COURSE DESIGN

Although in the example of EAMS, its initial target is to launch a particular diploma,
the ultimate target of the Hybrid Business School network is to organise any possible 
and imaginable course relevant to management of a particular company. There is an
interesting demand from companies, for instance, not so much for degree courses at
present, but rather for short, specific courses: finance for engineers; telecom in the
Maghreb etc. It would be impossible to support such courses with existing textbooks
as there are almost none available on such specific subjects and those that do exist are
usually too general. With the pedagogical material presented in the form of an electro n i c
database, partners can download the material they specifically need for any particular
course. Course design and assembling pedagogical material go hand in hand. Once the
database is complete, having the appropriate volume and quality of case-studies, it would
be very easy to access pedagogical material in order to create specific and specialised degre e
courses. In general, electronic learning formats facilitate the process of curriculum design.

PEDAGOGICAL CONCERNS

The presentation of pedagogical material in an electronic format is very apt in terms of
applying the travelling metaphor that forms the basis of the Hybrid Business School
philosophy. The general orientation of the concept is well complemented by a system 
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which allows tutors to easily access and isolate those concepts relevant to their students
and their projects. This is the main advantage of the electronic format over the text
book format. In addition, the hypertext structure facilitates learning and discovery for
the student who browses through material.

Typically, Business Schools use IT as an alternative to the classroom situation in order
to reduce their marginal costs. However, it has often been unsuccessful as a learning
delivery mode since it still supports the delivery paradigm (the transfer theory): the
student is an empty vessel; a degree is an intellectual bill of loading for ‘knowledge-
on-board’; teaching is a delivery service; universities are loading docks; IT plays the
role of intellectual fork-lift. As argued earlier, the transfer theory has its limitations and
the use of IT in order to support this approach only magnifies its weaknesses.

Any use of IT, particularly in terms of learning technologies, should be based on the
conversational paradigm. Knowledge is shaped by the tools of inquiry and therefor by
conversation: hence, the important role of tutorials. It is this focus on conversation which
makes the Internet such a success and the Hybrid Business School hypertext approach is
based on that Internet technology concept. Tutorials should re i n f o rce that conversational
paradigm, rather than be based on a one-to-many or teacher-centred structure.
It should thus be clear that the approach which the Hybrid Business School chooses,
targets students who are already socialised, that is students who already contribute to
human networks whether social, professional or educational. IT-based education, or
any other form of open learning, is not appropriate to groups of people who are not
yet socialised, which is the case of undergraduate students. 

FURTHER EVOLUTION

EAMS (as an example of a Hybrid Business School) has chosen Lotus Learning Space as
the IT environment to support their pedagogical material. In addition to the hypert e x t
database, the Lotus Learning Space software offers other advantages which, although
not used in the early years, will become increasingly important as the relevant technology
is developed and made widely accessible. Incre a s i n g l y, other platforms become available
and the newer ones (like MLT) offer more flexibility and more possibilities to integrate
into the environment.
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A typical learning environment offers:
• schedule (guidelines, monitoring)
• a media center or resources with hypertext links to:

• managerial concepts (independent from functional areas)
• case-studies and applications
• managerial skills or competencies

• course room for discussions, debating, knowledge-web
• video-conferencing facilities
• profiles (identity of participants in order to facilitate the formation of networks or 

communities), which could be made dynamic
• assessment manager (degree-granting)
• link to outside software (e.g. HRM software)
Such an electronic environment allows a Hybrid Business School to provide tutors
with the support required enabling them to be efficient tutors. 
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4.3. THE ROLE OF THE TUTOR OR FACILITATOR

A tutor is a counsellor to his/her students. The tutor does not possess all the ‘know-
ledge’ and all the ‘answers’, but is rather someone who can counsel students and dire c t
them to where they can find answers to their questions. If necessary, the tutor can
decide to ask specialists or practising managers for a specific tutorial. The tutor makes 
a selection of the appropriate learning material for every student at each particular
phase of the learning process. The tutor is the prime source for the student, but can
ask assistance at any point in time. Naturally all students go through the same course
curriculum, but certain students may need different or additional inputs. In order to
monitor students, the tutor and the student need to agree on a plan that supports the
learners in their learning needs.

The tutor needs to assess learner progress on a continuous basis. In order to do this, a
procedure needs to be set up which is transparent to the student and which will ena-
ble him/her to learn. A combination of tutor assessment and self-evaluation by the
student him/herself is one possible procedure. A discussion based on comparing tutor
assessment with the student’s self-evaluation, results in a constructive learning process
for the student. The tutor assists the student with any particular learning difficulties
and if the tutor feels unable to deal with them, he/she directs the student to someone
who can.

The most time-consuming activity for tutors is running group sessions (tutorials).
These have a variety of purposes. In the first place, group sessions facilitate group lear-
ning. Learning takes place via the exchange of ideas and experiences and it has b e e n
noted that, particularly with a group of experienced managers, peer learning pro v e s to be
very efficient and interesting. The tutor runs the group session, rather than teaches a
group of students in the traditional teacher-centred way. In addition, in group ses-
sions, learners can apply what they have learned. The application of knowledge is
more important than theoretical knowledge itself, specifically for practising m a n a g e r s .
This relates back to the discussion of the balance between knowledge, skills and attitu-
des that are part of any management development program. Group sessions need to help
learners to develop managerial skills (managerial competencies). These managerial 
skills or competencies are primarily skills which facilitate the application of knowledge
or which allow you to do things. In addition, managerial attitudes are related to the
m a n a g e r’s ability to deal with people, rather than with applied knowledge.
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It is the tutor’s role to make sure that during group sessions, some of these managerial
competencies, such as problem analysis and negotiations, are developed. 

A tutor is also responsible for nurturing a holistic view in the student. Students will
probably view management as consisting of a combination of different disciplines,
such as marketing and finance, which is not the case in practice. A good manager is
one who can integrate these different views, even transcend such functional views, in
o rder to manage in a wide variety of corporate settings. Such a holistic, corporate-wide
view is not something that comes automatically. Group sessions should be used as an
opportunity to focus on the holistic approach to management, for instance, via case
discussions and through the project work. The project work is important for integrating,
applying and focusing on managerial competencies. Tutors need to comment regularly
on any material produced by the student, in particular with regard to project tutoring.
The feedback process is an important learning one for the student.

Last but not least, the tutor plays an important role in adapting any pedagogical material
created, if necessary, to the local circumstances. It is unrealistic to think that any
Hybrid Business School could ever produce material that is directly relevant to each of
the companies and individuals that could use it. The pedagogical material should be
ready for use in a ‘general denominator case’. In each particular circumstance, however,
it is certain that some cases or even concepts would not apply, or that some concepts
may apply diff e re n t l y. It is not the role of the tutor to write specific pedagogical material
if so required. Rather, it is the role of the tutor to organise tutorials in such a way that
they make complete sense in terms of the particular target group.

4.4. THE PROJECT WORK

The role that the project work plays in this approach and particularly in the EAMD, is
important for a variety of different reasons. In accordance with its chosen pedagogical
philosophy, the Hybrid Business School concept believes that management has a very
practical component that can only be acquired by ‘doing’. The project provides an 
ideal opportunity to ‘exercise’ management. It is a real life corporate project and not
only gives the student hands-on experience, but also gives the sponsoring company an
immediate return on training. If a student carries out his/her project in his/her own
company, the student is ‘consultant for free’. The project is ideal for integrating
management disciplines. The project work gives the tutor a unique opportunity to assess
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whether the student is able to apply the knowledge he has acquired. For the student, the
p roject is an opportunity to integrate knowledge, skills and attitudes within one practical
e x e rcise. Primarily, however, the project is the ideal opportunity for the tutor to apply and
adapt concepts to local economic and cultural conditions. The project, which is carried out
in a particular company in a specific country, is an exercise that relates to local circ u m s t a n c e s .
The added value of the tutor-based approach, as compared to the open learning appro a c h ,
is most apparent in the tutor’s role in guiding students through their project work.

4.5. THE ROLE OF THE ALUMNI

The role of the alumni has already been briefly introduced. In respect to the Hybrid
Business School, the alumni should play a double role: one of provider of experience and
one of learn e r. Alumni can sign a life-long learning contract with their universities, in which
the university provides them with participation (communication) in what Brown (1998)
calls communities-of-practice. But, by being part of these communities, they also play a
role of external expert to the learning process of other students. Alumni can play a ro l e
of sharing their experience with present students. This dynamic contract between alumni
and universities is clearly beneficial for both parties. Alumni can give and take accord i n g
to their time availability, provided the overall participation is on a satisfactory level.

4.6. THE KNOWLEDGE NETWORK LINK

A Hybrid Business School in itself is an interesting concept. However, as argued before ,
f rom a corporate perspective, the management education eff o rt of a company, part i c u l a r l y
if it is based on the concepts of the Hybrid Business School can be easily magnified.
The Hybrid Business School, created for a company should coincide with the corporate
knowledge management effort. The Hybrid Business School is (only) an input to a
continuous learning process. The learning process, as the word says, is one of learn i n g ,
and not one of transferring ideas/knowledge during ‘courses’. 

A Hybrid Business School is ideally a virtual approach to management education, as
presented here, but it operates in co-ordination with the corporate effort in knowledge
management, of which I will not be discussing in any detail today. If information is
required, I can refer my book ‘Organizational learning and knowledge technologies in
a dynamic environment’.
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5. So what is new in the Hybrid Business School ?

The aim of the Hybrid Business School is to facilitate learning about management 
integration. It also integrates different forms of learning and different aspects of what
should be learned. It limits learning about functional areas, since that suggests that
subdividing the problem in smaller problems could solve an integrated (holistic) pro b l e m
and treat them separately. It would be as if one needs to clean a big dirty elephant.
Since the job is so large, he cuts the elephant in smaller parts and asks his team each
to clean one part. With this approach he does not obtain a clean elephant but rather a
death elephant. Zooming in on some functional areas, however, remains possible,
since it is (still) a requirement for degree granting.

The Hybrid Business School approach is built on the acceptance that different types of
knowledge contribute to developing better managers. There are the concepts (the
knowledge, what is published in the books) which reflect the minimum of what a
manager should ‘know’. ‘Know-how’ is exercised with the cases and examples that
a re integral part of the Hybrid Business School approach. Activities, in order to develop
and train the necessary skills prolong the know-how necessity of learning. The integration o f
theory (concepts), applications (cases) and skills (activities), an integration which is
realised via the hypertext approach, delivers an important contribution to the ‘know-why’
necessary to becoming a better manager.

The learning paradigm on which the Hybrid Business School is based (travelling metaphor)
is an application of self-organised learning which, as we have argued earlier, is a type of
learning often observed as successful in biological colonies. It allows learning at each
individual’s pace allowing each individual to pinch in the depth and breadth necessary
for that particular individual. Hybrid Business School learning is an invitation for learn i n g ,
rather than an obligation. This approach therefor needs reasonable (self-)motivation.

L e a rning in a Hybrid Business School environment allows for non-linear dynamic learn i n g
processes which is accepted to be the prevailing learning trajectory (Van Geert, 1994).
The multitude of learners with their multitude of learning paths can be accommodated
in the flexible approach of the Hybrid Business School.

Learning takes place within a wider knowledge management and dissemination policy
of the company. A Hybrid Business School approach is best suited for management
education activities (and graduate programs) in which an interesting motivation is
learning which can immediately be applied. A better and closer fit of knowledge
management and learning creates an upward spiral of learning.
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The Hybrid Business School approach delivers flexible learning alternatives on diff e re n t
( i n t e rchangeable) levels. Particularly within a company, this approach coincides perf e c t l y
with the personal development trajectory of the personnel. Learning and managerial
progress of personnel can be managed and measured in a flexible way. Ultimately, a
link with the reward system would make this approach even more beneficial for 
companies. This flexibility goes far beyond the regular flexibility of electives and 
alternative management development courses. This flexibility is one in form, content,
timing and integration.

A most challenging characteristic of the Hybrid Business School is that it relies heavily
on the introduction of so called communities-of-practice, or call it if you will a network
of practitioners. This introduces, again in a flexible way, an important step in the
direction of life-long learning. The alumnus, who can contract a life-long learning 
trajectory with his university, is seen as input and client of the learning process.
Learning goes via sharing and doing, both for the student and the alumnus. The alum-
nus learns from explaining his own experience, but he can also learn from what a stu-
dent does with his experience. The alumnus has the same freedom to pick the lear-
ning that he needs and is interested in at any particular moment.

Most other attempts to introduce virtual approaches to management education differ
fundamentally from the Hybrid Business School on one or more of the advantages
mentioned. 
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In summary:

• A Hybrid Business School delivers flexibility in time and space but also in the 
discovery of the management field; hence it is oriented towards the manager who is
looking for just-in-time, just-enough, etc. knowledge and education.

• A Hybrid Business School delivers individualised learning, based on previous 
knowledge and experience, and present job function and specific needs. 
This necessitates a particular pedagogical approach, different from the still prevailing
one-way broadcast delivery. It is learner centred and the learner carries an import a n t
part of the responsibility for the learning (process).

• A Hybrid Business School offers integrated learning. Management is not the addition
of different disciplines. Strategy as the ultimate integration is not realistic. 
Education should not be functionally driven but competency driven. A pro j e c t - b a s e d
approach fits this offering.

• A Hybrid Business School creates most of its value added and a driving wheel effect
since it is integrated with the Knowledge Management approach of the company as 
well as with the Human Resources Management and Management Development 
effort. 

• A Hybrid Business School is the fit between the necessity for a company to create 
its own corporate university and the necessity for such a university to keep an 
outward look. 

• In a Hybrid Business School, competencies are equally important as a good 
knowledge base.
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Closing Remarks

Beste leden van de Raad van Toezicht, Mevrouw de President, collega’s en vrienden,
ik ben een gelukkig man. Niet alleen kan ik me in de privé sfeer geen leukere familie
indenken om mee te leven, maar nu heb ik ook nog professioneel een fantastische 
uitdaging in de schoot geworpen gekregen die alleen maar verrijkend en boeiend kan
zijn. Ik krijg de kans te experimenteren met en te leren over het weten, kennen en
kunnen zelf. Menig academicus zal me dat, terecht, benijden.

Mijn dank gaat uit naar vele mensen en bedrijven die deze droom mede werkelijk-
heid gemaakt hebben. Natuurlijk kan ik alleen maar mensen vergeten in deze lijst,
maar rekening houdende met dat risico, wil ik toch enkelen speciaal vernoemen. 
Dat de anderen zich niet ontkend voelen, maar eerder weten dat hun inbreng derm a t e
verwerkt is in mijn mentaal model, dat ik het nu even niet kan boven halen. Hun toe-
gevoegde waarde bewijst daardoor alleen maar groter te zijn geweest.

Neelie Kroes en Hans Palm wil ik bedanken voor de overduidelijke blijken van 
waardering en vertrouwen die ze in me gesteld hebben en die geleid hebben tot mijn
benoeming als hoogleraar aan Nyenrode. Ik waardeer het bijzonder dat je me deze
kans geeft en gunt.

De sponsor van deze leerstoel, Philips, en meer in het bijzonder Cor Boonstra en 
Jan Oosterveld, ben ik zeer erkentelijk voor deze bijdrage die ze leveren aan de
wetenschappelijke ontwikkeling van mijn vakgebied, maar tevens ook voor de kans
die ze mij persoonlijk bieden deze ambities vorm te geven.

Marinus Jacometti en Arnold Burlage van Achmea ben ik zeer erkentelijk omdat zij
deze leerstoel verder omkleed hebben met de kern van wat het Nyenrode Institute for
Knowledge Management and Virtual Education, Notion geworden is: enig in zijn
soort, gedurfd in zijn aanpak en getuigend van een vertrouwen in mij waar tegenover
ik alleen maar mijn inzet kan inbrengen. Ik hoop de verwachtingen te kunnen nako-
men. John Mangelaars van Microsoft Benelux en Frank Meysman van Sara Lee/DE
hebben dit schip verder uitgerust met de zeilen en de electronische navigatie die het
ons mogelijk maakt ideaal uitgerust de ’waves of change’ op de oceanen aan te kunnen
en de ’race’ naar de kennismaatschappij in een poolposition aan te vatten. Ook hier kan
ik alleen maar mijn grootste dank uitspreken en de overtuiging delen dat we zullen
racen om te winnen.
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Mijn collega’s en vrienden van Nyenrode wil ik bijzonder bedanken voor alle blijken
van sympathie die ik mocht ontvangen, reeds onmiddellijk toen het geweten werd dat 
ik eventueel zou terugkeren naar Nyenrode. Wat is er aangenamer dan te voelen 
dat je terugkeer niet alleen welkom is, maar ook door zovelen gedragen wordt. 
Mijn re-integratie was voor mij een waar plezier dankzij jullie.

Mijn collega’s en vrienden ’in de discussie’, zoals ik ze graag noem, bedank ik voor al
hun bijdragen aan mijn denken. Ik heb het geluk gehad in verschillende landen te
mogen werken met mensen van de meest diverse achterg ronden. Wat ik jullie vandaag
als gedachten meegegeven heb, is uiteraard ook voor een groot stuk afkomstig van
zovelen waarmee ik over de jaren heb kunnen denken en doen. Een naamloos bedanken,
voor zovelen die voor mij zo belangrijk zijn geweest. 

One exception in my anonymous but profound ’thank you’ for my friends and colleagues
coming from abroad deserves Bob Galliers. During years, and still today, he was and is
my academic mentor. He taught me, in the tradition of real craftsmanship, the pro f e s s i o n
of professor in all its facets.  

Jana, Carmen en Derk-Jan, ik beloof dat dit de langste monoloog van me is waar je ooit
naar zal moeten luisteren en ik waardeer het dat je het zo lang hebt volgehouden: het
einde is in zicht.

Liefste Erna, 

Terwijl tijd de vierde dimensie is…
Ben jij mijn vijfde, tijdloos

While time is the fourth dimension…
You are my fifth, beyond time.

Ik heb gezegd.

(Ik hou eraan Melodie van Dinther te bedanken voor de hulp die ze me gegeven heeft
bij het corrigeren van de taal in deze gedrukte versie)
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